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Context-Based Coding of Bilevel Images Enhanced
by Digital Straight Line Analysis

Shankar Manuel Aghito, Member, IEEE, and Søren Forchhammer, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A new efficient compression scheme for bilevel images
containing locally straight edges is presented. This paper is espe-
cially focused on lossless (intra) coding of binary shapes for image
and video objects, but other images with similar characteristics
such as line drawings, layers of digital maps, or segmentation maps
are also encoded efficiently. The algorithm is not targeted at docu-
ment images with text, which can be coded efficiently with dictio-
nary-based techniques as in JBIG2. The scheme is based on a local
analysis of the digital straightness of the causal part of the object
boundary, which is used in the context definition for arithmetic en-
coding. Tested on individual images of standard TV resolution bi-
nary shapes and the binary layers of a digital map, the proposed
algorithm outperforms PWC, JBIG, JBIG2, and MPEG-4 CAE.
On the binary shapes, the code lengths are reduced by 21%, 27%,
28%, and 41%, respectively. On the map layers, the reductions are
31%, 34%, 32%, and 64%, respectively. The algorithm is also more
efficient on the test material than the state-of-the-art generic bilevel
image coder free tree.

Index Terms—Digital straight line segments, map coding,
MPEG-4, object-based video coding, shape coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIS paper presents a novel bilevel image coder aimed
at bilevel shape images and line drawings. Encoders for

bilevel images as JBIG [11] and JBIG2 [10], [12] achieve
highly efficient results for documents containing text and
possibly halftone. Both standards offer template-based coding.
JBIG2 also provides techniques designed for text and halftone
regions. Vector-based coding has been explored, e.g., for binary
video object shapes, but in the MPEG-4 [13] specification a
template-based technique was chosen. Template-based coding
may be improved using more dynamic modeling. High perfor-
mance is achieved by the free tree coder [20], but at the cost of
increased complexity, e.g., due to performing multiple passes
on the image to be coded.

To address classes of bilevel image material for which there
is no special mode in JBIG2, a new model is presented for ef-
ficiently coding parts of bilevel images which (locally) can be
described as digital straight line segments (DSLS). The model is
integrated in a conventional template-based coding scheme pro-
viding a robust encoder. Coding is performed in one single pass
in raster scan order, which is possible because the local analysis
of the source geometry is executed on the fly, without requiring
a preprocessing step of vectorizing the source data.
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Fig. 1. Chain code elements; (a) 4-connected and (b) 8-connected sets.

The proposed model provides very efficient coding of binary
shapes for image and video objects, binary layers of digital maps,
line drawings, segmentation maps, and similar material. The
work presented here is primarily optimized for coding binary
shape images. The proposed encoder clearly outperforms the
simple shape coding scheme (CAE) specified in MPEG-4 ob-
ject-based video. A recent rate control analysis of MPEG-4 video
object coding showed that the shape information has high pri-
ority in terms of operational rate-distortion [27]. The new H.264
Advanced Video Coder has greatly improved compression of
texture information (luminance and chrominance) compared to
previous video coding standards. Hence, more efficient shape
coding is of interest for future object-based video encoders.

In Section II, digital straight line segments are presented and
some of the known properties of ideal DSLS are reviewed. Based
on these properties, the coding of ideal DSLS is treated and an-
alyzed. These results are exploited in the development of a new
coding scheme, described in detail in Section III in a version tar-
geted at lossless intracoding of binary shapes for video objects.
The complexity of the algorithm and the possible complexity re-
ductions are considered in Section IV. Lossy coding based on
preprocessing is discussed in Section V. Coding results for the
suggested applications are presented in Section VI.

II. DIGITAL STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTS (DSLS)

Object boundaries and lines contain most of the information
in the types of binary image targeted by this paper. In this sec-
tion, digital straight lines are introduced and the coding of per-
fect digital straight lines is considered.

A. Properties of DSLS

A boundary may be univocally described in terms of a 4-con-
nected or an 8-connected set of edges (Fig. 1). Without loss of
generality, we consider the 8-connected case in the first octant
based on the digitization of the straight line

(1)
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Fig. 2. DSLS with chain code 0101 and its (x; y) preimage (gray area).

where indicates the slope (angle of the line with respect to the
axis), and indicates the vertical offset for . A DSLS

with elements, named , is defined by the set of grid points
resulting from the digitization of (1) described by

(2)

The grid points ( ) are 8-connected by chain ele-
ments, , each defined as 0 (if )
or 1 (if ). Two important properties of such DSLS
are derived in [7]. The first one is the mathematical definition
of the preimage of the DSLS in the space defined by the param-
eters , which we describe in this section. Secondly, it is
proven that every DSLS chain code can be represented by a set
of four unique (nonnegative) integer parameters, none of which
is greater than .

In his classic work on chain codes, Freeman stated three prop-
erties of the chain code of digital straight lines (cited from [25]):
“(F1) at most two types of elements can be present, and these
can differ only by unity, modulo eight; (F2) one of the two ele-
ment values always occurs singly; (F3) successive occurrences
of the element occurring singly are as uniformly spaced as pos-
sible.” For example, 012012 is not a DSLS since three distinct
values are present (0,1,2) and likewise 0202 is not a DSLS be-
cause 0 and 2 differ by more than 1; the element 0 in the chain
code 01101110 always occurs singly, while 011001110 cannot
be a DSLS since both the values 0 and 1 occur in runs; the chain
code 011011110 is not a DSLS because the runs of element 0
have length 2 and 4, which differ by more than 1. The last im-
precise property has later been precisely formulated and many
algorithms for easy recognition of a DSLS given its chain code
are known. In this paper, the fast parsing algorithm proposed in
[18] is used, as presented later in this section. A comprehensive
overview of the properties of a DSLS is given in [25].

B. Preimages of DSLS

The preimage set of a given DSLS in the plane is the set
containing all the continuous straight lines which are digitized
to this DSLS. There exist either three or four lines [7], called
bounding lines (Fig. 2), which specify the limits of the preimage
lines. Hereafter, we refer to the case with four bounding lines
(Fig. 2), since the three-line case can be treated as a special
case of the four-line case. The points ( and ) located
at the intersections of the bounding lines are called limiting

Fig. 3. (�; e) preimage of two DSLS with chain code 0101 and 0100. The
union forms the preimage of the DSLS with chain code 010.

points. The slope and the offset with respect to the axis of
each bounding line may be calculated from these points. The
slope is given by a rational number [7]. Let and denote rel-
atively prime nonnegative integers not greater than , with ratio

, equal to the slope of two parallel bounding lines defining
the middle part of the preimage (given by the segments and

). Likewise, , , , and are found so that
indicates the bounding line with the maximum slope (given by

), and indicates the bounding line with the minimum
slope (given by ). Each bounding line is bijectively mapped
to a point in the plane. The interior of the quadrangle or
triangle with vertices in these points is the preimage of the DSLS
in the plane, as shown in Fig. 3.

C. Coding of DSLS

The DSLS properties may efficiently be used for coding. Be-
fore introducing the proposed scheme, other work on DSLS is
shortly discussed. The order of the number of (8-connected)
line segments of length with fixed starting point was deter-
mined as [17], although no simple coding scheme was
provided. Thus, in this case, the per symbol rate asymptotically
approaches zero at a rate not greater than . In an-
other study [22], digitization of straight lines at all angles was
used to analyze the rate for individual coding of chain elements,
showing that the entropy due to the digitization is significant.
Even with the application of a standard template of, say, 10–16
pixels [12], conventionally used in bilevel image coding, the en-
tropy remains relatively high, as illustrated in Fig. 6. We are,
therefore, interested in making use of the high-order structure
of a DSLS in a feasible coding scheme.

1) Sequential Coding of A DSLS: Given a sequence of chain
code elements constituting a DSLS, we are interested in se-
quentially encoding the elements. The next element shall
be encoded conditional on the first elements for .
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that . Let

and denote the two possible values for each chain element.
Given , two situations are possible. A unique extension of the
DSLS occurs if there is only one value for the next element

such that the extended chain code, , is also
a DSLS. No information is required to encode these chain ele-
ments. A nonunique extension occurs when and are both
DSLS. Nonunique extensions occur less frequently then unique
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extensions, and their frequency decrease with increasing length
of the DSLS. For a nonunique extension, the preimage

of is bisected in two regions corresponding to the two DSLS
extensions and (Fig. 3). Given an integrable probability
density function (pdf) on the parameters, it is possible to
determine the conditional probabilities.

Let and denote the areas of the two
preimages. Assuming a uniform pdf on the conditional
probabilities of the two chain values are given by the areas

(3)

where denotes the probability of ele-
ment at position given . Applying arithmetic coding to
these conditional probabilities provides an optimal coding.

The preimage is the union of two triangles having a
base of width , representing the maximum range of possible
offsets occurring for [7]. Thus, the area is

(4)

where the argument refers to the DSLS preimage of .
Inserting (4) into (3), for both and , gives the
conditional probability. A simplified approximation is given by
just considering the ratio of the values in (4)

(5)

Note that there is a one-to-one mapping between the limiting
points of the parsing algorithm described in Section II-D, which
is formulated for the 4-connected case, and the edges of the
preimage domain. Therefore, it is possible to calculate the prob-
abilities (3) also for the 4-connected case.

2) Application of LZ78 Coding to a DSLS: Even without as-
suming that the sequence of chain elements is a DSLS, the anal-
ysis below shows that efficient coding is possible. Consider a
digital straight line specified by given slope and offset (in
a given octant). For 8-connected elements, the number of dif-
ferent DSLS of length is (at most) [7]. So, obviously,
the rate should converge to zero asymptotically. A simple anal-
ysis is here carried out for the classical LZ78 universal coding
scheme [29] applied to the binary sequence of chain elements.
A scenario providing an upper bound on the per symbol code
length is provided by assuming that for all , all distinct
DSLS of length are entered into the dictionary before a string
of length is entered. In this case the number of elements
parsed when all the DSLS strings up to length are entered in
the dictionary is

(6)

Fig. 4. Notation for the DSLS parsing algorithm [15].

where the inequality holds for any integer . The corre-
sponding number of entries when all the DSLS strings up to
length are entered in the dictionary is

(7)

Combining these equations, the code length for the entries is
bounded by

(8)

Evaluating the sums (7)–(8) by integrals, it is seen that the upper
bound on the code length increases as for , and,
therefore, the upper bound for the rate converges to 0 for

as

(9)

This convergence (of the upper bound) is slower than what
was obtained based on the number of DSLS lines, but the
coding is sequential and without the use of knowledge of
the DSLS properties in the coding process. Furthermore, it
may be noted that a DSLS has infinite memory, whereas the
universality of LZ78 was proven under the assumption of a
finite order model.

D. Parsing a DSLS

A simple and fast algorithm for sequentially parsing or rec-
ognizing a DSLS from a sequence of chain elements shall be
used. The algorithm was proposed in [18], but, in this paper, a
notation similar to the one in [15] is used. The algorithm is for-
mulated for the 4-connected edge description. It is based on the
calculation of the positive base and the negative base, defined as
the two parallel lines with the minimum distance, such that the
sequence of chain elements is contained between the two lines.
The two bases are determined by four points, and

. An example is shown in Fig. 4 for the DSLS with chain code
00030030003003. A chain code containing only one distinct
value is obviously a DSLS, so the recognition algorithm is ini-
tialized when an element with the second distinct value occurs.
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Let denote the index of this element, i.e., in the example
of Fig. 4. Without loss of generality, we can always replace the
first element with a 0 and the second distinct element with a
3 (obviously a given chain code is a DSLS if and only if the
chain code obtained with this substitution is a DSLS). The four
points are initialized to , , and

. At this point, it is still certain that the chain
code is a DSLS. The recognition process for the following chain
elements is then carried out recursively. Assuming that a se-
quence of (4-connected) grid points
forms a DSLS of length , we want to know if the chain ob-
tained adding a new grid point is still a
DSLS. The information about the given DSLS is, besides the
length, entirely captured by the four points [7]. Let be
the vector parallel to the positive and negative bases, with rel-
atively prime integer coordinates. Introduce for
any point on the negative base. In the example of Fig. 4,

and . For the new grid point, calculate
. There are four possible cases,

described below, where the subscript OLD indicates the param-
eters for the given DSLS (e.g., calculated in the previous step of
the recursion).

1) is on the given DSLS.
2) : The vertices form a new DSLS

delimited by .
3) : The vertices form a new DSLS

delimited by .
4) Otherwise, the vertices do not form a DSLS.

Hence, in the first three cases, the final chain code is a DSLS, and
a new grid point could be inserted, while in the last case the algo-
rithm stops, concluding that only the first points form a DSLS.
In the example of Fig. 4, the new grid point
gives . Hence, this situation falls
into case 1) and the extended chain code 000300300030030 is
a DSLS. This recognition algorithm is easy to implement and
fast, requiring only integer arithmetic and on the average about
ten operations per point. The recursive structure and the fact that
all the information about the DSLS is captured in the four lim-
iting points are two nice properties that can be used to simplify
the implementation of the encoder proposed in the next section.
Assuming , the limiting points of the preimage given
by and are obtained by mirroring the corresponding
points and with respect to the axis (Fig. 4).
Hence, and are known, providing all the
information required in (4) to calculate the area of the
preimage.

III. LOSSLESS DSLS-BASED CODING

This section presents the new algorithm, the DSLS-based
coder (DSLSC), in a version targeted at binary shapes for image
and video objects. Only the intracase is considered, i.e., tem-
poral correlation between successive images is not exploited.

Binary shapes for object-based video mainly consist of large
connected uniform regions. Small isolated groups of pixels or
thin lines do not occur frequently. The information to be utilized
for efficient coding lies along the boundary of the objects. The
task of the encoder may be viewed as predicting whether pixels

Fig. 5. Architecture of the proposed coding scheme. The models used for
coding are highlighted.

lie before or after the boundary, which is typically continuous
and locally representable by a DSLS, as shown in Fig. 6.

The high-level architecture of the encoder is presented below,
followed by a detailed description of each block. Extensions and
modifications for improved performance for intercoding and
other suggested applications are discussed in Section VI.

Conventional adaptive template coding is suboptimal because
the context provided by the template does not eliminate uncer-
tainty of pixels along the boundary, even when this is an ideal
DSLS (Fig. 6). Using a larger template is not an efficient way to
address this problem. Since the number of contexts grows ex-
ponentially with the size of the template, accurate estimation of
the coding probabilities is only possible if the template is rather
small, compared to the structures of the DSLS. This is especially
the case if the orientation of the boundary is close to the orien-
tation of the or the axis.

A. Encoder Architecture

The long-term dependencies in the DSLS can be exploited,
reducing the uncertainty of boundary pixels, using the theo-
retical framework presented in Section II. For practical image
coding, we cannot rely on having perfectly straight lines, but
the theory provides a good context for coding the pixels in prox-
imity of a boundary. The basic principle is that, if the causal part
of a boundary is straight, then there is a high probability that lo-
cally the boundary will continue straight in the same direction.

The simple high-level architecture of the proposed coding
scheme is shown in Fig. 5. The pixels are encoded sequen-
tially in raster scan order. When a new pixel is to be encoded,
three cases are distinguished, based on a five-pixel template: the
uniform region (C1); the object boundary (C2); and the irreg-
ular structure (C3) (the configuration of the template pixels de-
termines the case, as specified on Fig. 5). Specialized coding
models are selected for each situation. The modified skip-inno-
vation model is used to encode uniform regions ef-
ficiently. Object boundaries are processed by the analysis block.
If the information provided by the boundary is reliable the DSLS
model (M2) is utilized to predict the probabilities for the value
of the current pixel. Template coding (M3) is used for the re-
maining pixels. The DSLS and the template models encode one
single pixel at the time, while the MSI model encodes a run
of contiguous pixels. The coded bitstream is generated in one
single raster order pass, feeding the probabilities estimated by
the selected model to one single binary arithmetic encoder, im-
plemented as described in [23].
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Fig. 6. Excerpt of the binary shape sequence akiyo (extracted from natural
video). Though all of the marked pixels has the same causal template, pixels
marked with (�) are within the object and pixels marked with (�) are in the
background. Hence, the template cannot provide a good context for coding these
pixels.

B. Analysis of the Straightness of the Boundary

If an object boundary is detected (C2), the analysis block
is used to decide whether the local boundary can give reliable
information about the current pixel, in which case the DSLS
model (M2) is selected. The 4-connected boundary (Fig. 6) is
analyzed as a 4-connected DSLS. The edges between black and
white pixels constitute the chain elements. Let be the tem-
plate with the four closest causal neighbors, ordered clockwise
starting from the left of the coding pixel. The causal part of
a boundary is tracked along the directions indicated in Fig. 7,
using the fast algorithm described in Section II-D. The resulting
DSLS is represented by the 4-connected chain code , with el-
ements , where is the length of the DSLS,

the most remote and the most recent element. Let be the
value of the singular element as defined by (F2). Let be the
number of runs of nonsingular elements in . If is nonsin-
gular, is the length of the current run and is the length
of the shortest among previous runs. The chain code is defined
to be reliable if and only if any of the statements (R1–R5) below
is true (default setting). The additional statement (R6) may be
included as an option, in which case the chain code is reliable
if and only if any of (R1–R6) is true

(10)

where is either 0 or 1 and , and are param-
eters. Small values of these thresholds are optimal for shapes
with perfectly straight boundaries, larger values are more suit-
able for noisy or irregular edges. The statements (R1) and (R2)
are the most important and have a straightforward interpreta-
tion. Suppose, for example, and . In

Fig. 7. Cases for DSLS analysis. The arrows indicate the directions for tracking
the causal part of the edge and the allowed extensions around the current pixel
�. For case (a), the direction 1 is tracked first, if there is not a DSLS then 2 is
considered. Case (f) is not considered by default.

this case, the DSLS with chain code 01010010 is reliable since
. The chain code 0000010000 is reliable be-

cause . On the other hand, 0100 is not reliable,
since and are smaller than the respective thresh-
olds. It is intuitive that although this chain code is a DSLS, it
is very short and could easily occur in irregular portions of the
boundary, in which case the DSLS model would probably fail.
Fairly good results were obtained in [3] using only (R2). The
last four statements enable the use of the DSLS model in more
specific situations, because in the target material a certain regu-
larity of the boundary is still expected even when (R1) and (R2)
fail. Suppose . The chain code 0001 is reliable since

and ; hence, (R3) is true. Intuitively, if the
boundary is regular, there is a higher probability of the next el-
ement being a 0, in which case the DSLS model gives the right
prediction, since 00010 is a DSLS while 00011 is not. Suppose
now [as in Fig. 7(b)] and ; although none
of (R1-R3) is true, is reliable because (R4) is satisfied. In
fact, unless the edge is strongly irregular, it is unlikely that the
next element is 0. Accordingly, the DSLS model would assign
a small probability to this event, since 32330 is not a DSLS. A
similar example could also be made for (R5). Finally, for the
DSLS with chain code 000010, and , so (R6)
is true. The DSLS model would predict the next element being
a 0, which is reasonable for a regular boundary.

The DSLS is only tracked as long as (default value
50) and (default value 15).

The DSLS model (M2) distinguishes between deterministic
(M2a) and nondeterministic (M2b) decisions.

C. Coding Deterministic Decisions With the DSLS Model

The DSLS parsing algorithm is used to determine the valid
values of , i.e., the values for which is a DSLS.
Assume that the actual boundary continues as a DSLS. If for
any valid , the current pixel is on the same side of the
boundary, then the value of the current pixel is deterministic.
This is, of course, the case for a unique extension, but it can
also be true when two values of are allowed if both cases
lead to the same value for the current pixel. Suppose for example

[as in Fig. 7(e)] and . The next ele-
ment can be either 0 or 3. In both cases, the coding pixel
lies to the left of the extended boundary , so the coding pixel
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is deterministically 0. For practical coding, this value provides
a prediction of the current pixel. The information to be coded
is whether this prediction is right or wrong (M2a). A right de-
terministic decision or a wrong deterministic decision is
encoded with the adaptively estimated probabilities

(11)

where and are the numbers of right and wrong decisions
encoded so far, and the parameters are set to ,
giving as the initial value.

The context for the statistics is determined by the value of
(quantized in logarithmically spaced intervals), the tem-

plate (Fig. 7) where each case can either be separated or
lumped together with its inverted configuration, the value of
(quantized in intervals between 0 and the maximum length
of the runs of nonsingular elements in ), and whether there is
a unique extension or not.

D. Coding Nondeterministic Decisions With the DSLS Model

For nonunique extensions, a deterministic decision cannot be
made if both values of correspond to a distinct value for the
coding pixel. A probability may be assigned to each case based
on preimages in the plane, as described in Section II-C. If
(R1) is true, i.e., , the pixel value is encoded (M2b)
with probabilities proportional to the area of the preimage of
the corresponding DSLS , using (3)–(4) (default choice)
or (5). If (R1) is not true, the template coding mode (M3) is
applied.

E. Modified Skip-Innovation Model

If a uniform region is detected, a modified skip-innovation
model (M1) is applied. Skip-innovation (SI) codes were intro-
duced in PWC [5] as a fast and efficient way for coding large
uniform regions. When a uniform template is found, there is a
high probability that a run of pixels with the same value will
occur. We apply a five-pixel template, whereas in PWC, four
pixels are used. The corresponding run length in the previous
row gives an estimate of the actual run length . The SI code
for is either a single 1 indicating a full skip , or a 0
indicating followed by a binary representation of . SI
code words are then entropy coded using context-based arith-
metic encoding.

We propose a modification based on modeling the situations
called pseudoinnovations in [5] (Fig. 8). The goal is to increase
the probability of full skips by assuming that the edge of the
structure occurring at the end of the run on the line above is a
DSLS. As illustrated in the figure, analyzing the DSLS a run
length shorter than is highly probable. Let be the longest
run allowed by all the possible straight extensions of the DSLS
to the current row. If the causal part of the DSLS is not shorter
than the specified value of (default value 3), then is
replaced by (by default ).
The lower bound prevents a too large reduction of ,
which might not be desired if the edge is actually not straight.

The binary representation of assigns the shortest codes to
the longest runs [5], recognizing that pseudoinnovations are

Fig. 8. Using the basis SI model (I < S) a failed full skip followed by a code
for I is required. Analyzing the boundary we can reduce the predicted run length
to S = I efficiently coded as a single full skip.

more likely to happen in the proximity of a full skip. Small
values of are also common, as pseudoinnovations occur
frequently also in the proximity of the beginning of the run.
Thus, we propose an alternative representation of which
uses bits (default value 5) for the smallest and the largest
values, and longer variable length codes for the intermediate
values. This representation is only used if . The first
bit indicates if the value of is one of the smallest or
the largest allowed values. If this is the case, then the
remaining bits specify the value of , otherwise the
binary representation for adopted in PWC is used (properly
shifting the range, because some of the values are already
treated in the previous case).

F. Template Coding

Template-based coding (M3) is utilized as a last resource, to
encode the remaining pixels that were not coded by one of the
algorithms described above. The template is formed with
causal neighbors of the coding pixel, ordered with increasing
Euclidean distance. The coding context is augmented keeping
separate statistics for the following three cases considered in
order, i.e., each case is only considered if none of the previous
cases occur.

1) The template indicates an irregular structure (C3).
2) The detected object boundary (C2) is not reliable.
3) A nonunique extension and , or is a

DSLS for three distinct values of .
The last case 3) is a special case for nonunique extensions. Con-
ventional techniques are used for adaptivity. The counts are up-
dated after each coded pixel and scaled periodically. Generally,
the number of pixels encoded with this model is small (Fig. 9)
and their uncertainty is high, and it is not useful to use a large
template for encoding. This indicates that most of the useful in-
formation is captured by the DSLS and the MSI models, and the
remaining pixels are fairly random.

IV. FAST IMPLEMENTATION AND FUZZY VERSIONS

The work of this paper has focused on high compression per-
formance and the DSLS theory, but fast implementation should
be achievable. Using MSI provides fast coding for most of the
pixels. For the targeted material, the majority of the pixels are
coded as full skips or long innovations. The DSLSC can be
implemented as a single pass raster order process. The DSLS
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Fig. 9. Use of the different coding modes for (a) the first frame of the sequence
akiyo and for (b) the layer road white of the map of Copenhagen.

parsing algorithm utilized is sequential, meaning that each time
a section of a boundary is tracked and modeled as a DSLS, the
few parameters defining the DSLS (Section II-D) can be stored
and passed on to the following row, making the process quite
fast. Internally in the encoder and decoder, the edges could be
stored using run lengths to the next edge and the parameters of
the edge. Storing these parameters is not a problem, because the
typical binary target images do not contain a large number of
boundaries. For bilevel images with many boundaries, e.g., text
documents, the DSLS coding mode is generally not competitive
and should be disabled.

Many variations of DSLSC may be realized, the main prin-
ciple being to track the causal boundaries for prediction. Fuzzy
versions could be implemented relaxing the necessary condi-
tions for a DSLS, e.g., only using Freeman’s first two conditions

, which would make the implementation simpler, and
eventually more suitable for a larger class of images with a lower
proportion of perfect digital straightness.

V. LOSSY CODING BASED ON PREPROCESSING

If loss of information is permitted, significant reductions in
code length may be achieved with DSLSC. In this paper, we
do not present one specific algorithm for preprocessing of data
(hereafter named filtering) targeted at DSLSC, but we demon-
strate that the proposed encoder can take full advantage of using
different types of filters, although these were designed for other
image compression schemes. The reason for this is that these
filters generally reduce the amount of noise and irregularities
in the image, which directly or indirectly leads to more and
longer straight edges. Different filters are described here. The
rate distortion performance obtained combining the described
filters with JBIG, JBIG2, and DSLSC is presented in Section VI.

Simple filters, such as morphological filters and median fil-
ters, are often used for noise reduction, but if the data is not
noisy, this type of filtering should generally be avoided.

A more intelligent solution is the feature-based filter pro-
posed in [8] for line-drawing images. The visually lossless fil-
tered image is obtained by flipping isolated groups of mismatch
pixels between the original image and a vectorized and simpli-
fied version of the original image.

Another possibility is the rate distortion flipping proposed in
[21]. For a given adaptive template-based encoder, e.g., JBIG,
the effect on the overall code length due to changing the value
of a single pixel can be calculated from the statistics of the
given image. Thus, a rate distortion tradeoff can be realized
by greedily flipping the pixels which produce the largest rate
reduction.

A. Polygonal Approximation for Shape Coding

Context-based arithmetic encoding (CAE) similar to JBIG
was adopted in MPEG-4 for coding binary shapes. A vertex-
based encoder was also investigated, based on differential en-
coding of the vertices forming the polygonal approximation of
the shape contour. This representation can be very efficient, es-
pecially at high distortions. CAE is more robust, simpler to im-
plement, and more efficient in intermode. The performance of
the two algorithms was different in different situations, though.

DSLSC combined with polygonal approximation can close
the gap maintaining the good properties of both methods.
Straight boundaries produced by the polygonal approximation
are encoded very efficiently, and template coding is used for
irregular edges. The raster order single scan structure of CAE
is maintained, which simplifies implementation. The template
coding mode can be extended to the intercase in the same
manner as CAE.

We evaluated DSLSC with a simple polygonal approxima-
tion scheme. The contour is first losslessly represented as a
polygon with vertices , . Vertices are or-
dered counterclockwise starting from , found as the first pixel
within the shape encountered scanning the image columnwise.
The contour is closed, so . The approximation is ob-
tained scanning vertices in the given order, replacing two suc-
cessive segments and with if the mean
distance from this segment to the corresponding portion of the
original boundary is within a certain value . The algorithm is
iterated for increasing integers until reaches the
selected distortion .
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Fig. 10. (a) Target material for the proposed encoder. The first frame of the
sequence robot. (b) The road white layer of the map of Copenhagen. (c) The
image demo2 from the set of engineering drawings. (d) The foreground/back-
ground separation map generated by SLIm [26] on a comic book image.

Our purpose here is not to achieve the best rate distortion per-
formance, but rather to demonstrate how polygonization pro-
vides an efficient preprocessing step for our coding scheme.
This is clearly shown in Fig. 11. Performance could be im-
proved since this polygonization is not optimal. The vertices of
the approximation are forced to belong to the original boundary,
while it is known that rate distortion performance is greatly im-
proved if these vertices can be placed in proximity of the original
boundary [14] [19]. A better choice of the initial point may
also improve the polygonization.

VI. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, the efficiency of DSLSC is evaluated
presenting results for binary shape images of video object
sequences as well as binary layers of digital maps, line draw-
ings, and segmentation maps for region-based image coding.
The encoding parameters are optimized for each application.
A simpler version of DSLSC was presented in [3], where
fewer parameters were utilized achieving almost the same
performances reported in this paper. Examples of target images
are shown in Fig. 10. The following encoders are tested for
comparison. Markus Kuhn’s implementation of JBIG [11]
(available at http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/jbigkit/), the
generic part of JBIG2 (using the MQ coder with 10–16 pixels
standard templates), PWC [5] (available at http://www.cara-
vian.com/), CAE (MoMuSys MPEG-4 reference software), the
bilevel encoder included in the open source implementation of
DjVu (http://djvulibre.djvuzone.org), and, finally, the free tree
coder [20], which is a multipass algorithm providing to our
knowledge the best published coding results on general purpose
bilevel images. CAE is tested both in intra- and intermode,
while all the other algorithms do not make any use of temporal
correlation between successive frames in the sequence. A small
contribution for header information (image size and coding

TABLE I
LOSSLESS CODE LENGTHS (BYTES/FRAME) FOR STANDARD

TV RESOLUTION BINARY SHAPE SEQUENCES

parameters) should be added for DSLSC, CAE, and the free
tree coder (the cost for coding the tree is already included).
Only the binary case is treated in this paper, but a multilevel
version of DSLSC could easily be realized.

A. Object-Based Video Coding

DSLSC as presented in this paper is very efficient for inde-
pendent encoding of single frames of binary shape sequences.

Coding results are presented in Table I for standard TV res-
olution sequences (720 486 pixels, 30 Hz). The first frame
of the sequences akiyo, kids, robot, and rain were used as the
training set to optimize the parameters, giving the default set-
tings described in Section III and ,

, , and . The encoder
with this configuration is referred to as . The inter-
laced sequences with fast motion kids, weather, sean, bream,
and layers nine and ten of the sequence total destruction (td)
were all deinterlaced prior to coding, simply by reading first
the odd and then the even lines. Clearly, outperforms
all the other algorithms on this test set of TV resolution se-
quences. The average coding gain is 21%, 27%, and 28% over
PWC, JBIG, and JBIG2, respectively. achieves a 41%
smaller code length than that obtained with CAE in intramode.
Although does not exploit the temporal redundancy in
the sequences, it produces 20% smaller code length than CAE
in intermode. is also more efficient than the free tree.

The code lengths obtained by on the first (non
empty) frame of each sequence in Table I was analyzed. About
98.5% of the pixels are quickly and efficiently encoded using
the MSI model, 0.74 with the conventional template model, and
0.71% with the DSLS model. The different models contribute
35%, 43%, and 22% of the total rate, respectively. In particular,
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TABLE II
LOSSLESS CODE LENGTHS (BYTES/FRAME) FOR LOW-RESOLUTION BINARY

SHAPE SEQUENCES. THE FIRST EIGHT SEQUENCES ARE AVAILABLE

AT FTP://FTP.TNT.UNI-HANNOVER.DE/PUB/MPEG/MPEG4_MASKS/.
THE LAST TWO ARE USED IN [28]

about 20 right deterministic decisions occur for every wrong
deterministic decision. Nondeterministic decisions are used
only for 0.03% of the pixels, contributing 3% of the total rate.
In [3], the DSLSC was implemented in a simplified version,
and tested on a subset of the standard TV resolution sequences
employed in this paper. The results were comparable to those
presented here. It was observed that if the DSLS model was
disabled, the average code length increased by 15%; if both the
DSLS and the MSI models were disabled, i.e., only the tem-
plate coding mode was used, the average code length increased
by 23%.

Results for lower resolution sequences including QCIF
(176 144), SIF (352 240), and CIF (352 288) are pre-
sented in Table II. The first frame of foreman CIF, kids SIF,
and cyclamen SIF were used as training set. Optimizing the
parameters gave

, and .
Further, the statement (R6) in (Section III-B) is also utilized,
and the statistics for deterministic decisions are kept separate
for the inverted cases of . The other parameters are set to
default values. This configuration of the encoder is referred to
as . Again, DSLSC coding achieves the best (intra)
results, giving 24% smaller average code length compared
with CAE intra, which in this case performs comparably to the
adaptive template-based encoders. At low resolutions, CAE
inter is, indeed, 21% better than (intra) , because the
motion vectors are small and easy to code.

It is possible to efficiently exploit temporal correlation in
DSLSC [4]. The template coding mode of DSLSC can be mod-
ified in the same manner as CAE inter. The statistics gathered
in the reference frame can be used as initialization when coding
the current frame, as shown in [2]. The position of wrong deter-
ministic decisions and pseudoinnovations in the reference frame
can be used to improve the DSLS and the MSI models.

gives good results also when compared to other en-
coders specifically designed for shape coding. The vertex-based
shape coder evaluated in MPEG-4 gives a 7.8% lower average
rate than CAE as reported in [14]. is 14% more effi-
cient for robot SIF and similar results are obtained for weather

Fig. 11. Lossy coding of the binary shape of the first frame of akiyo by polyg-
onization and greedy flipping of expensive pixels.

QCIF and kids SIF. The skeleton-based method proposed in
[28] gives the same results as for weather QCIF, but
for cyclamen CIF the code length obtained with is
25% smaller. For lossy coding, the rate distortion flipping and
the polygonization algorithms described in Section V are used
to preprocess the data. Filtered versions of the first frame of
the sequence akiyo are encoded with JBIG, JBIG2, ,
and . The resulting rate distortion curves are shown
in Fig. 11, where the distortion measure is the one adopted by
MPEG-4

(12)

As expected DSLSC fully exploits the polygonal approxima-
tion. For the rate is reduced by up to 65% compared to
the lossless case, while JBIG and JBIG2 achieve only 22% and
34% rate reductions, respectively. For the high distortion values

only needs one third of the bits used by JBIG2. It is
interesting to note that using , optimized for the map
of Copenhagen, the code length is 10% higher than
in the lossless case but 8% lower for high distortions. This dif-
ference is small compared to the gain with respect to the other
encoders, showing that the selection of the parameters is not so
critical. Most of the rate reduction is already achieved at distor-
tion values around 0.01.

The rate-distortion flipping [21] only allows limited changes
of the image as shown by the short curve segments. The two
JBIG2 implementations which use the standard 16-pixel tem-
plate, for which the filtering is optimized, achieve about 60 bytes
rate reduction, while for JBIG and DSLSC which both use a
smaller template the reduction is about 30 bytes.
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TABLE III
LOSSLESS CODING (BYTES) FOR THE LAYERS OF COPENHAGEN MAP

B. Compression of Digital Maps and Line-Drawings

Digital street and topographic maps and line-drawings in gen-
eral are likely to contain a considerable number of straight seg-
ments. Hence, DSLSC should also be very efficient on this type
of image. The DSLSC was tested on 11 binary layers of a street
map of Copenhagen [9] (723 546 pixels). Coding parameters
are optimized for this set of layers, giving

, the additional configuration in Fig. 7(f) is utilized,
while the statement (R2) in (Section III-B) is not evaluated. The
encoder with this configuration is referred to as . Re-
sults are presented in Table III. is the best encoder for
this map, 2% more efficient than the free tree, about 30% more
efficient than JBIG, JBIG2, and PWC, and even 64% more ef-
ficient than CAE intra. CAE is of course not targeted at maps,
but this demonstrates that the use of fixed probabilities is not a
robust solution.

MSI is used for 96% of the pixels and is responsible for the
28% of the total rate. The DSLS model is used for 3.4% of the
pixels, contributing 55% of the total rate. Template coding is
used only for the remaining 0.6% of the pixels, contributing 17%
of the total rate. More than 27% right deterministic decisions
occur for every wrong deterministic decision. Nondeterministic
decisions are used for 0.4% of the pixels, and contribute 21% of
the total rate. For the simplified version of the DSLSC presented
in [3], it was reported that by disabling the DSLS model, the
average code length increased by 42%; if both the DSLS and the
MSI models were disabled, the average code length increased
by 56%.

Whereas is better than free tree coding on average,
the latter is better than on the layers representing con-
tours. The reason is that DSLSC as presented in this paper is
mainly designed for binary object shapes, exploiting the proper-
ties described in Section III. The contour layers contain several
thin lines which are not properly modeled by the current version
of DSLSC. Preliminary experiments show that DSLSC can be
extended in order to exploit also these structures, e.g., the code
length for the fields contour layer has been reduced to 112 bytes.

TABLE IV
CODE LENGTHS (BYTES) FOR DIFFERENT TEST IMAGES. RESULTS FOR JBIG

ON THE ENGINEERING DRAWINGS ARE FROM [8]. RESULTS FOR JBIG2
ON THE FINNISH MAPS ARE FROM [1]. K INDICATES 1024

Using the same parameters optimized for the map of
Copenhagen, DSLSC was tested on a set of 8 scanned engi-
neering drawings [8] (up to 7296 4903 pixels) and on 16
binary layers of four Finnish topographical maps [1], [16]
(5000 5000 pixels). Results are shown in Table IV.
is the best encoder for most of the images. For the engineering
drawings, is 11%–15% more efficient than the other
encoders with the same template size. It is also 6% more
efficient than JBIG2 with the standard 16-pixel template. Note
that these images are scanned and the noise along the edges of
the drawings distorts many of the straight lines.

Processing the line drawings with the perceptually lossless
feature-based filter in Section V, achieves a 15% bit
rate reduction, while the reduction for the other encoders is
between 7%–10%. encodes the original
drawings using 6% fewer bits than what JBIG2 (16-pixel tem-
plate) requires to encode the filtered image.

On the fields layer of the Finnish topographical maps,
gives 25%–31% smaller code lengths than the other

encoders, and on the water layer the reduction is 20%–34%.
On the layer contours is slightly more efficient than
PWC, JBIG and JBIG2 with the ten-pixel template while it uses
11% more bits than JBIG2 with the 16-pixel template. On the
basic layer, is less efficient than the other encoders,
yielding 7%–32% larger code lengths. The relatively worse
performance in the last two cases has the same explanation as
for the contour layers of the Copenhagen map; hence, efficient
coding should be achievable with a modified version of DSLSC
capable of tracking thin lines. These images are also much
larger than those in the training set, so increasing the number
of coding contexts should give further improvements.

C. Segmentation Maps for Region-Based Coding

The concept of second generation image compression relies
on a segmentation of the image in different connected regions
that have different statistical properties. Different coding tech-
niques or parameters can be used for each region. An efficient
way to code the segmentation map is required. A related binary
example is found in algorithms for coding mixed raster content
images, utilizing a separation of (low frequency) background
from a foreground with sharp edges [6]. Results for on
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a segmentation produced by SLIm [26] and DjVu [6] are given
in Table IV, illustrating the high efficiency of DSLSC also in
this case.

The was finally tested on a set of eight CCITT im-
ages [20] (200 dpi, 1728 2339 pixels). The performance is
not competitive compared to the other template-based coders,
but fairly robust. The dictionary-based approach in DjVu out-
performs all the template-based solutions. The DSLSC is not
targeted at document images with text. The basic principle uti-
lized in DSLSC could be generalized to develop new algorithms,
more appropriate to this type of image. Besides digital straight-
ness, the local curvature and average slope of the boundary
could be used to improve the prediction of the current pixel.

VII. CONCLUSION

A new algorithm for coding bilevel images was presented.
The algorithm is very efficient for coding (locally) digital
straight edges in binary images. The high compression ratio is
achieved by a new modeling strategy, based on the analysis of
the causal boundaries of the object. When these can be modeled
as digital straight line segments, an improved prediction of
the current pixel is possible. The new model also includes a
modified version of the skip-innovation coding of PWC. When
the modeling is not deemed reliable, template-based coding
is applied. The algorithm as presented in this paper is mainly
targeted at binary shapes, although very efficient compression is
achieved also for other classes of binary images such as layers
of maps, engineering drawings or segmentation maps. Code
lengths for test images within these image classes demonstrate
the superior efficiency of the proposed encoder for most of the
images. The algorithm may be optimized for specific classes of
material and applications.
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